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Abstract— Application of Network Analysis in tourism research 
is relatively new, especially in the study of tourism distribution 
channels. Network Analysis is employed to investigate the 
structure and pattern of relationships between actors in a 
network. This paper applies Network Analysis with ORA 
software to analyze tourism distribution channels. The results of 
the research show the pattern of the network between tour 
operators and travel agencies and between tour operators. 
Network Analysis also reveals the cooperation and cohesion of 
the network as well as the network dynamics between the case 
study tour operator and its travel agencies over a period of time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION   

Social network analysis or network analysis has been 
applied into a tourism case study to investigate the relationships 
between entities or stakeholders in tourism studies. In particular, 
network analysis has been utilized to investigate relationships 
between tourists’ groups, stakeholders in the tourism 
destination, web connections between tourism companies, and 
stakeholders in sustainable tourism packages.  

This paper has applied network analysis with the use of 
ORA software to examine the tourism distribution channels and 
inter-relationships. This network analysis approach is applied 
within a case study of a tour operator in Vietnam. Data was 
collected from the tour operator and its partners.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Tourism Distribution channels 

Tourism distribution channel is a narrower definition of 
tourism supply chain, which focuses on the distribution and 
marketing activities [1], [2]. Distribution channels in tourism 
consist of service providers, tour operators, retail travel agent 
and customers [3]. Intermediaries such as travel agencies and 
tour operators can bring sellers (service providers) and buyers 
(tourists) together and then create a tourism network market. 

Tour operators or tour packagers can also be viewed as 
wholesalers in the tourism distribution channels whereas travel 
agencies are considered as retailers. Tour operators and travel 
agencies are intermediaries linking tourists with service 
suppliers. They play the role of professional sources of 
information for customers; and tourists tend to rely on these 
intermediaries for information about tour packages [4], [5].  

B. Network analysis 

Network or social network is defined as a specific type of 
relation or relations linking a set or sets of actors (persons, 
objects or events) [6]. There are many kinds of network e.g: 
whole network, ego network, one-mode network, two-mode 
network and multi-mode network. This paper focuses on two-
mode network between tour operators and travel agencies and 
one-mode network of tour operators and also dynamics of 
network between one tour operator and its partners. 

Network analysis has been applied in many researches and 
studies and it has become more popular since the 1990s. These 
network analysis emphasized on the relationship and 
integration of actors. Network analysis is an approach and set 
of techniques used to study the exchange of resources among 
actors in a network. It reveals the pattern of relationships 
between actors, the availability of resources and the exchange 
of resources between these actors [7]. The network concept and 
network analysis techniques can be used as a tool for 
conceptualizing, visualizing and analysing the complex sets of 
relationships. It can examine both the content and the pattern of 
relationships in order to determine how and what resources 
flow from one actor to another [7].  

 

III.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

A. Network analysis in tourism studies 

There are different methods to examine the relationships 
between entities within tourism distribution channels. For 
example, using social exchange theory and resource 
dependence theory to examine the relationship between hotels 
and restaurants (both are service providers in tourism) [8]; 
strategic contingency theory to find the relationship between 
tourism organizations in the exchange of critical resources [9]; 
analyzing the distribution strategies of major carriers [5], 
interview with secondary research of small and medium 
tourism enterprises and tour operators [10], statistics data 
analysis with Likert-types questionnaire of hotels and travel 
agencies [11], and interviewing travel agencies and tour 
operators [12]. However, there is limited published literature 
utilizing network analysis to analyze tourism distribution 
networks/channels. 

In this research paper network analysis has been applied 
into tourism studies to investigate the relationships in tourism 
SC. One of the early studies using network analysis in tourism 
was [13] to examine the relationship of tourists’ groups. Later, 
there are many authors applied network analysis in analyzing 
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the relationships in tourism industry. There are two main 
streams of application of network analysis into tourism 
research: using network to understand the evolution of 
business networks, analyze inter-organizational relationships; 
and applying network analysis in tourism policy study [14]. 
The first streams can be recorded with researches of [15], [16], 
[17]. The second stream can be seen in the researches of [18], 
[19], and [20]. The network of entities in tourism distribution 
channels can be seen as business networks; therefore, the 
research of relationships along tourism distribution channels 
belongs to the first stream. However, there are few 
publications using network analysis to analyze the 
relationships in the first stream or the business network, 
including tourism distribution channels.  

B. Network analysis in analysing distribution 
channel/network 

Network analysis has been applied in numerous fields and 
areas such as shareholding network, community structure, 
political and policy network, social movements, and 
economics [21]. In addition, [22] it is suggested that: “the 
study of inter-organizational relations in marketing channels 
should probably take the form of analyzing networks instead 
of dyads”. Moreover, [23] it is claimed that the dynamic 
distribution network could be analyzed by using network 
analysis to have “a deeper perspective of what takes place in 
channels of distribution overtime”. However there are a few 
publications utilizing network analysis to study distribution 
network, especially the dynamics of distribution networks.  

It is [23] also claimed that distribution channels can 
employ the “so-called industrial network approach” to analyze. 
In addition, network analysis has been employed in the 
research of heroin distribution network [24] or between 
borrowing banks and lending banks in bank network in Italy 
[25]. These researches are illustrations of the probability of 
utilizing network analysis in studying relationships in 
distribution networks. However, these researches have not 
considered the dynamics of the network over a period of time. 
This paper has collected data over a 8 week period to analyze 
changes in the network dynamics. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

This paper employs case study as the research strategy. A 
case study of tour operators and travel agencies in Vietnam of 
a specific tour package to Halong Bay and a specific tour 
operator is used to investigate tourism distribution channels. 
The evidence for the relationship between the channels is 
collected from websites of actors, interview and archival data 
of the tour operator.  

Data collection: Data for this case study strategy was 
collected from multiple resources, including secondary data 
and primary data.. 

The network of travel agencies and tour operator is based 
on the web-link between those entities. 12 tour operators were 
chosen as they provide a similar tour package (deluxe package) 
with the case study tour operators. 50 travel agencies were 
chosen from the list of agencies that most frequently 
introduced customers to the case study tour operator.  

Data was also collected by archival data (recording 
customers introducing from travel agencies) to examine the 
relationship between the case study tour operator and travel 
agencies. Staff of the case study tour operator was interviewed 
to confirm the relationships. 

This research paper utilises ORA software to analyse the 
network. This software provides the visualization of the 
network as well as network measures. The software also 
analyses the dynamics of the network.   

 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

A. Visualization of network 

The network of web-links between travel agencies and tour 
operators is visualized as FigureⅠ. It shows little connection or 
linkage between tour operators as explanation of staff of the 
case study tour operator. Some travel agencies are only 
connected to some specific tour operators and do not link with 
others.  

B. Network measurement  

Network of tour operators: 

The network shows connectedness of 0.045 and high 
fragmentation (0.955), which reveals a high proportion of 
disconnected nodes. The low density (0.045) in the network 
shows the loose connections between tour operators in the 
network. 

Network centralization index shows how centralized the 
degree of the network is. This low index (0.164) proves the 
low concentration of the network. This low index also reflects 
a little variability of node centrality, or in another words, there 
is not a great difference between the largest and smallest actor 
level indices in centrality degree.  

The network has a value of 0.333 in interdependence index; 
it means it has 33.3 % of links that are reciprocal. This index 
also reveals the low moderate degree of cohesion in the 
population of network. 

Network closeness centralization index is used to examine 
the connectivity and reachability degree of network. Network 
closeness centralization of tour operators is 0.029, which 
reflects the loose connection between actors or low degree of 
reachability in the network. 

All these indicators indicate the very limited degree of 
collaboration or cooperation among tour operators in the 
network.  

Network of travel agencies and tour operators: 

The low moderate level of network density (0.418) reflects 
the low moderate social level of organizational cohesion. 
However, in order to understand this indicator, it is necessary 
to understand the relation to the size of the network and the 
type of work performed [26]. In this case study, the travel 
agencies were chosen from a list of agencies that introduce 
customers to the case study tour operator. Hence, it can help to 
increase this index. Moreover, the connection between tour 
operators and travel agencies create the tourism distribution 
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channels and its cooperation or integration is critical for the 
success of the tour package. Thus, it might be high expectation 
of cooperation and integration between tour operator and 
travel agent, which might lead to high level of organizational 
cohesion and high density. However, the index is in low 
moderate level, therefore, the network of tour operators and 
travel agencies in this case study might have a low moderate 
level of cohesion. 

The high degree of network centralization (2.644) proves 
the fact that there are one-way links between travel agencies 
and tour operators’ websites. This fact was also proved when 
the tour operator staffs were interviewed. The staff confirmed 
that they do not introduce any customers to any travel agencies. 

Taking number of deluxe cabins of each cruise as attribute 
for the tour operator to examine how capacity of cruises 
affects the centrality index of tour operators in the network. 
The capacity of cruises is taken as the weight of link between 
travel agencies and tour operators. It means the maximum 
cabins can be utilized or introduced by travel agencies. In the 
binary network, HLG has highest centrality index whereas 
EmC achieves this highest in the valued network. Centrality of 
a node show how “active” the node is, the higher value means 
the more active node. It also “displays the ability to access 
information through links connecting other nodes” [26]. It 
means EmC becomes higher ability to access information in 
the value network. Therefore, the capacity of cruise actually 
has effect on the activity of the network.  

Position of Halong Glory in the network: 

The average level of sharing node of travel agents between 
tour operators and HLG is 13.833 with the maximum level of 
22. EmC is the most important competitor with HLG.  

HLG records the highest indicators of capability and 
centrality (0.9933 and 0.64 respectively). These indices reveal 
that HLG is more competitive than other tour operators [26]. 
The high degree of centrality of EmC, CC and EC means that 
the large amount of travel agencies connected to HLG is also 
connected to those cruises. Therefore, those cruises are the 
main competitors of HLG.  

Dynamic egocentric network: 

The dynamic network between HLG and travel agencies 
over 8 weeks is analysed to see how the network changed 
during the 8 weeks (June and July, 2013). The density indices 
including non-weighted and weighted density were taken into 
consideration to analyse the egocentric network. Figure Ⅱ 
shows the dynamics of the network. 

Figure Ⅱ shows an increasing trend of linkage numbers 
over the 8 weeks. This means HLG had increased connections 
with travel agencies and more agencies introducing customers 
to HLG. Figure Ⅱalso shows the density of the network in 
terms of weighted and unweighted network. The non-weighted 
density reflects exactly the links count in the network, and it 
also shows the instability of the connections of the network. 
Moreover, while the density of non-weighted network shows 
the increasing trend, the density of the weighted network does 
not show a similar pattern. The pattern of weighted density 
means the average strength of ties of the network. The average 

strength of ties over 8 weeks is quite low and not proportional 
to the increasing number of connections between HLG and 
travel agencies.   

VI. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The paper has investigated the tourism distribution 
network with 50 travel agencies and 12 tour operators, which 
provide deluxe tour package to Halong Bay. However, the 
operation of other types of cruises also affects the competition 
in the market as well as the network dynamics between travel 
agencies and tour operators. Thus, in the future, all tour 
operators, travel agencies and suppliers should be analyzed 
and visualized in the tourism distribution network. Moreover, 
the network of travel agencies and tour operators was the 
binary network and has not taken into account the strength of 
relationships between travel agencies and tour operators. 
Future research should be more detail in the strength of the 
relationship (in term of the number customers introducing to 
tour operators) between these entities. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 

Despite the prominent application of network analysis 
in tourism study and the suggestions of using network analysis 
in distribution networks, network analysis in tourism 
distribution channels has not been employed by previous 
researchers. This paper has applied network analysis into 
tourism distribution channels with a case study approach.  

The network reveals the loose connections, low degree 
of cohesion in population and very limited degree of 
collaboration or cooperation among tour operators in the 
network. There are one-way link between travel agencies and 
tour operators in the website network of travel agencies and 
tour operator. In addition, the capacity of cruise has influence 
on the network in term of identifying the most activity node of 
the network: the higher capacity cruise will become more 
active in the network. Cooperation or integration in tourism 
distribution channels is very important when it “could ensure 
that all actors achieve the best possible outcomes” [1]. Hence, 
the lack of cooperation in the network of tour operators and 
the network between tour operators and travel agencies should 
be taken into consideration of both entities in the distribution 
channels. In term of a case study of HLG, this tour operator 
has more competition than other tour operators in the network. 
Network analysis also identified the main competitors of the 
tour operator. Thus, the tour operators might focus on 
strategies to stand out of main competitors or create more 
influence on their travel agencies, which also has connections 
with the main competitors, in order to achieve more customers 
to maximize the capacity of its cruises. The dynamics of 
network between HLG and travel agencies reveals an unstable 
increasing trend of the number connections between the tour 
operator and travel agencies and the low degree of average 
strength of ties over the period of time. However, it is 
necessary to investigate the reason of the on-off relationships 
with some travel agencies as well as characteristics of the tour 
package such as seasonal factors.   
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FIGUREⅠ.  NETWORK OF TRAVEL AGENCIES AND TOUR 

OPERATORS 
 

 

FIGURE Ⅱ.  DYNAMICS OF NETWORK BETWEEN HLG AND ITS 
TRAVEL AGENCIES 
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